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  Study Guide Questions for Group Discussions 

 

Group one: TRADITIONALISTS (POINT OUT ALL THE OBVIOUS) 

  

1. Describe briefly the biographical and historical background of the author and the time, place, and 

politics of his/her society. (Internet research can be helpful) 

2. How does the work reflect the biographical or historical background? 

3. What are the main themes of the work? 

4. What moral statement does the work make? What philosophical view of life or the world does the 

work present? 

5. How does the work relate to the theme of the unit? How does the work relate to the other works in the 

unit? Other units?  

Guidelines for Homework:  

Students should work collaboratively. If one student is mostly responsible for a particular question, he or 

she should still review and be able to discuss thoroughly the other questions in the group.  

 Guide lines for Making Class Interesting.  

1.  Answer your questions with details; pose larger questions which arise from your findings.  

2. USE KEY PASSAGES AND QUOTATIONS FROM THE TEXT TO SUPPORT YOUR CLAIMS.  

3. Find author/work in Art, music, references in other literature, science, poetry, pop culture, 
film. PROVIDE LIST; GET PHOTOS, Play MUSIC EXCERPTS; make game show; write a 
“back of the DVD” advertisement or trailer for the text; write a newspaper headline for the 
text; Present your findings as a news program.    
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  Study Guide Questions for Group Discussions 

 

Group Two: Formalists (New Critics) In the style of “Cliff’s Notes” 

1.  What are the key words, symbols, images? What “meanings” seem to come from these? 

2. How do the key words, symbols, images provide unity to the work? 

3.  How do the setting and mood contribute to the meaning of the work? 

4.  How does the style affect the work?  

5. How does the work relate to the theme of the unit? How does the work relate to the other works in the 

unit? Other units?  

Guidelines for Homework:  

Students should work collaboratively. If one student is mostly responsible for a particular question, he or 

she should still review and be able to discuss thoroughly the other questions in the group.  

 Guidelines for Making Class Interesting.  

1. Answer your questions with details; pose larger questions which arise from your findings 

2. USE KEY PASSAGES AND QUOTATIONS FROM THE TEXT TO SUPPORT YOUR CLAIMS. 

3. Take excerpt, count the references to Great Romans (or whatever); do a super close reading, read 20 

times; re-enact a short excerpt wherein you bring out some interesting point.   
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  Study Guide Questions for Group Discussions 

 

Group Three: Reader-Response (How the work affects YOU) 

  

1. Describe what parts of the work made you feel (a) pity (b) fear (c) suspense (d) surprise (e) joy (f) 

humor (g) boredom    

2.  How did your attitude change while reading the book? Explain why that change was happening.  

3. What kind of relationship with the reader did the author have through use of tone and point of view? 

4. How do you feel about the work? Do you like it? 

5. How does the work relate to the theme of the unit? How does the work relate to the other works in the 

unit? Other units?  

Guidelines for Homework:  

Students should work collaboratively. If one student is mostly responsible for a particular question, he or 

she should still review and be able to discuss thoroughly the other questions in the group.  

 Guidelines for Making Class Interesting.  

1. Answer your questions with details; pose larger questions which arise from your findings 

2. USE KEY PASSAGES AND QUOTATIONS FROM THE TEXT TO SUPPORT YOUR CLAIMS.  

3. How would you restage and film the text for a contemporary teen audience? DESIGN 
GAME; CROSSWORD PUZZLE, TRIVIA PURSUIT. 
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  Study Guide Questions for Group Discussions 

 

Group four: Psychological  

  

1. What are the main personality characteristics of the protagonist?  

2. What is the psychological relationship between protagonist and other characters? Which are 

stronger/weaker? What is the source of the strength/weakness? 

3. How are the id, ego, and superego applicable in analyzing the protagonist? 

4. How does the protagonist view the world? Is the protagonist trustworthy or not? Why? 

5. How does the work relate to the theme of the unit? How does the work relate to the other works in the 

unit? Other units?  

Guidelines for Homework:  

Students should work collaboratively. If one student is mostly responsible for a particular 

question, he or she should still review and be able to discuss thoroughly the other questions in 

the group.  

 Guidelines for Making Class Interesting.  

1. Answer your questions with details; pose larger questions which arise from your findings 

2. USE KEY PASSAGES AND QUOTATIONS FROM THE TEXT TO SUPPORT YOUR CLAIMS.  

3. Re-enact characters on Freudian couch; make secret diary (act it out); conduct interview with major  
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  Study Guide Questions for Group Discussions 

 

Group Six: Sociological 

  

1. What kinds of social issues does the work present? Who struggles within the society that the text 

constructs? Who is at the mercy of others?   

2.  What channels for resistance and social change are there?   

3. How do characters operate with the social order? Are they successful? Why or why not?  

4. QUESTION FOR CLASS: WHAT Heuristic/group LENDS ITSELF BEST TO INTERPRETING 

THE TEXT? Why?  

5. How does the work relate to the theme of the unit? How does the work relate to the other works in the 

unit? Other unite?  

Guidelines for Homework:  

Students should work collaboratively. If one student is mostly responsible for a particular question, he or 

she should still review and be able to discuss thoroughly the other questions in the group.  

 Guidelines for Making Class Interesting.  

1. Answer your questions with details pose  larger questions which arise from your findings 

2. USE KEY PASSAGES AND QUOTATIONS FROM THE TEXT TO SUPPORT YOUR CLAIMS.  

3. Move characters to a restaurant (who would cook, serve, busboy/girl?); what Hollywood stars today  

would you cast in a movie on the text?  
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